1 ii) Lie brackets assess Closure, whose end product (if successful) are Lie algebraic structures. This means a portmanteau of Lie algebras [14] and of Lie algebroids [49] : a distinction outlined in Sec 2, with the Dirac algebroid [11] ( [28] [29] [30] formed by GR's constraints as an example of the latter.
iii) Further Lie brackets equations consistently define [65] constrained notions of observables [2, 37, 69, 82] . These Lie brackets equations can moreover be recast as [69, 82] first-order PDE systems. These are amenable to Lie's flow method [8, 30, 38, 55, 62, 64] (for Finite Theories, or the functional DE analogue thereof for Field Theories including GR [69, 82] ). iv) Each theory's lattice of constraint algebraic substructures induces a dual lattice of observables subalgebras [69, 77] . v)-viii) At the spacetime level, further Lie derivatives implementing Relationalism, Lie brackets assessing Closure, and associated Lie brackets based notions of observables occur [66, 69, 77, 85, 86] . Some scope for physically meaningful lattices of generator and observables subalgebras remains.
See [75, 76, 77, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 85, 86, 87, 88] for further details of basic occurrences of Lie's Mathematics in the classical part of A Local Resolution of the Problem of Time. The point of the current Article is, rather, to highlight that two Problem of Time facets involve some more advanced or modern 'higher Lie Theory'.
In Sec 3, we outline Lie Rigidity for Lie algebras [12, 13] and Lie algebroids [49] . In Sec 4, we present 'Lie's Algorithm' for Generator Closure: how Dirac's Algorithm for Constraint Closure generalizes to the general Lie bracket setting. In Sec 5, we reinterpret 'passing families of theories [43, 63, 69] through the Lie Algorithm', of which the Dirac Algorithm [11, 34, 69, 81] subcase is better known [43, 63, 83] . This is a method used for Spacetime Construction (from space) and getting more structure from less structure assumed more generally. Our reinterpretation is as a generator deformation approach with the Dirac Rigidity subcase of Lie Rigidity then being seen to underlie the known results. In our concluding Sec 7, we point to such rigidity providing a partial cohomological (and thus global, algebraic-topological) selection principle for the Comparative Theory of Background Independence.
In Sec 6, we finally pose the universal (theory-independent) analogue of GR's Refoliation Invariance [25] , as Reallocation of Intermediary-Object (RIO) Invariance for general Lie Theory. This is an algebraic pentagon criterion: in evolving from an initial object to a final object, it amounts to switching which intermediary object one proceeds via amounting to at most a difference by an automorphism of the final object. Our concluding Sec 7 also argues for this to also constitute a selection principle in the Comparative Theory of Background Independence.
In the current Article, we insist on putting the general Lie cases first -Lie Algorithm, Lie Rigidity, Lie RIO-Invariance -for all that one or both of the classical Dirac or GR versions of each of these are considerably better-known. We compensate for this by providing Appendix A on the Dirac and GR versions. Appendix B then gives a Foundations of Geometry example of Lie Algorithm leading to a 2-pronged rigidity in the form of 'top geometry': conformal versus projective; this demonstrates merit in extending from the Dirac Algorithm to the Lie Algorithm.
Lie Algebraic Structures
Let us first introduce some notation. We use
to denote Lie brackets, and G,
to denote infinitesimal algebraic structure generators; the underline here suppresses an in-general internal index.
Structure 1 If the generators close under the Lie brackets
for constants G, we have a Lie algebra L ,
these constants being termed structure constants.
Structure 2 If the generators still close under Lie brackets
but with structure functions G(x) instead of structure constants, we have a Lie algebroid (see e.g. [54] for an introductory exposition). We require this extension because of GR's Dirac algebroid (Appendix A.1), kinematical quantization's [9, 32] modern reformulation [51] in terms of Lie algebroids, and a third reason given in Sec 5.
Lie Rigidity
Structure 1 This starts at the level of generator deformations, which we denote by
α is here in general a multi-index, so one has in general the corresponding multi-index inner product with an equally multi-indexed set of functions φ. These deformed generators can a priori be viewed as 1) terminating at linear order in α, or 2) as infinitesimal in α so that α 2 = 0 by fiat. In fact our interpretation in the next section's setting is the former, since each of our α is typically a priori real-valued. Gerstenhaber [12] classifies types of notion of deformation. (6) is a real-geometric notion of deformation [12] . It is moreover also either an infinitesimal deformation for 1) or a first-order truncated deformation for 2). Gerstenhaber initially works in the setting of associative algebras; Nijenhuis and Richardson [13] then specialize to the case of Lie algebras. Gerstenhaber[12] additionally attributes local stability under deformations to rigid algebraic structures. He also places a cohomological underpinning on rigidity results, which Nijenhuis and Richardson [16] again specialize to the Lie algebra case as follows.
Remark 1

Structure 2
diagnoses rigidity. This H 2 cohomology group consists of the quotient of the group
of Lie algebra 2-cocycles:
of coboundaries: linear maps
for 1-coboundary d 1 . Remark 4 'Deformation' is meant here in the same kind of sense as in 'deformation quantization' [27, 42, 41] . In this way, such deformations are a matter of some familiarity to Theoretical and Mathematical Physics. The current Article's application is moreover a clearly distinct -entirely classical -application of deformation.
Remark 2
Remark 5
The current Article's application extending to algebroids moreover takes one out of Gerstenhaber's original setting [12] for deformations and rigidities -algebras -for which Nijenhuis and Richardson [13] providing further Lie algebra specifics. However, e.g. Crainic and Moerdijk [49] subsequently considered matters of rigidity for algebroids, so this case remains posed and with some significant results.
The Lie Algorithm
Structure 1 Suppose we are given an incipient set of algebraic generators
where the B are 'base objects', e.g. configurations Q, that our generators are built out of. We form their Lie brackets
to assess whether they close, either by themselves or through further algebraic objects arising in the process.
Fundamental Physics requires this working to reside within the realm of Lie brackets algebraic structures. This is by Appendix A.1's Lie algebroid example as well as due to quantum-level reinterpretation [51] of Mackey-type kinematical quantization [9, 32] in terms of algebroids. We thus require the base-object version of (5),
The particular situation we consider is placing an incipient set of generators into a 'Lie Algorithm'.
Six types of equation can arise in the process, the first five of which correspond to the five familiar from the classical Dirac Algorithm [11, 34] . See XIV for a case-by case analysis of motivation and scope.
Case 1) An identity equation (like 0 = 0).
Case 2) An inconsistency (like 0 = 1).
Case 3) An extra generator is found.
Remark 1 Such extra generators could cause an enlarged algebraic structure, or a cascade of further terms reducing a candidate theory to triviality or inconsistency [69, 83] .
Case 4)
A need to rebracket is uncovered, by Lie irreducibly-second-class objects requiring passage to the Lie-Dirac bracket (arbitrary Lie-theoretic generalization [81, 88] of Dirac-second-class constraints and Dirac brackets [11] ).
Case 5)
Suppose there is involvement of a procedure involving appending by auxiliaries (of which the Dirac Algorithm [11, 69] is probably the best-known example). Then a priori free auxiliaries can also become specified by a further kind of relation arising from the algebraic structure. We term these 'Lie specifier equations' [81, 88] (with, matchingly 'Dirac specifier equations' constituting the most well-known subcase).
Case 6)
A topological obstruction; this could be a 'hard' enough feature or one characteristic of topology. This case is more commonly encountered at the quantum level, consisting of phenomena along the lines of anomalies [39] .
How widespread is Lie Rigidity within the Lie Algorithm?
Structure 1 We next follow [43, 63, 69, 83, 88] in putting entire families of generators into the Lie Algorithm.
We now furthermore identify this procedure as deformation of (some of the) input generators. At the level of the brackets algebraic structure itself, this sends
Remark 1 These H α are integrabilities of the G α .
Remark 2
In our mathematical arena of interest, (18) includes in principle the eventuality that a Lie algebra's structure constants G deform to a Lie algebroid's structure functions G(α), or extend thereto (i.e. the H(α) could be structure functions even if the G(α) are not). The latter algebroid feature takes one out of Gerstenhaber's original algebraic setting [12] . I.e. deformation itself gives a third reason (to Sec 2's two) for involvement of Lie algebroids.
Remark 3
By the final zeroth-order right-hand-side term, topological obstructions, e.g. along the lines of anomalies can enter proceedings.
Remark 4
The G(α), H(α) and f (α) can moreover have strongly vanishing roots, i.e. particular values of α for which these terms disappear. On some occasions, this is capable of picking out special cases that remain free of topological obstructions, integrabilities, need for rebracketing, specifers, or structure functions.
Remark 5
If integrabilities occur, one needs to consider the further self brackets
and mutual brackets
to see if topological obstructions, further integrabilities, distinct realizations of structure functions, (or further strong vanishings preventing whichever of these) arise.
One continues forming brackets until if and when one reaches an iteration at which no new objects arise.
In all examples considered in the current article, there is either a non-strongly vanishing obstruction or a theorykilling cascade cofactor. This is avoided by picking a strongly-vanishing root, rigidly returning a theory of interest (or a contraction thereof in some cases).
Remark 6
How hard and final integrabilities and obstructions are can vary. For instance, integrabilities can cascade to eat up all degrees of freedom, leaving a candidate theory with none, or beyond, rendering the candidate inconsistent.
Remark 7
The outcome of putting deformed Lie generators through the Lie Algorithm leaves us facing the question of when 'anything goes' and when just one (or very few) sharp possibilities occur. This bears some relation to which Lie theories are rigid under deformations.
Some examples of this (Appendix A.3) moreover also appear to realize that contracted [53] limits of a given algebraic structure remain consistent, but have to be encoded separately from the uncontracted version. [18] is the first known instance of contractions being treated alongside rigidities.
Remark 8
We need to work with maximally general deformations to ensure that rigidity results do not disappear upon considering furtherly general deformations.
Remark 9
We would do well to use further examples to assess how typical is it for contractions of an algebraic structure to accompany uncontracted versions thereof as other means of attaining consistency in the Lie Algorithm.
Remark 10
Evoking rigidity takes one away from local considerations, at the level of the Lie algebraic structure of constraints, or of spacetime automorphism generators. It gives a cohomological underpinning to each corresponding aspect of Comparative Background Independence [72, 73, 74] . I.e. for which configuration space q
and which Aut(q, σ)
do these H 2 cohomology groups vanish, leaving one with a rigid recovery of the spacetime version of the structure? This constitutes a selection principle among Backgound Independent theories.
[Comparative Background Independence in good part [67, 72, 73, 74] concerns the relational configuration spaces
where σ is the level of mathematical structure included, e.g. metric geometry or affine geometry.]
Or similarly, as a selection principle at the level of recovering one spatial level of structure from a lesser level of spatial structure (see [83] for examples). Or yet again, now at the level of recovering one spacetime level of structure from a lesser level of spacetime structure.
Which theories have Reallocation of Intermediary-Object Invariance?
Example 1 A well-known case is Refoliation Invariance [25, 35, 36, 69, 86] in GR [posed in Fig 2. b) and resolved in Fig 2.c) ].
This generalizes to the following universally poseable, if not necessarily realizable, structure.
Definition 1 Reallocation of Intermediary-Object (RIO)
is the commuting-pentagon property depicted in Figure 1 . In more detail, it is a commuting square, corresponding to moving from an initial object O in to a final object O fin via two different intermediaries O 1 and O 2 , up to some automorphism of the final object,
relating the outcomes of proceeding via O 1 and via O 2 . This automorphism constitutes the fifth side of the pentagon. Remark 1 One or both of O 1 and O 2 can be replaced with distinct arbitrary intermediate objects.
Remark 2 Some theories will obey this property, and some will not (see Appendix A.2 and the Conclusion for examples). RIO invariance thus also has the status of a selection principle.
Conclusion
The current Article points to some algebraic content of the Comparative Theory of Background Independence. Namely 1) a class of Lie algebaic structures that rigidly resist deformation and 2) a type of commutative pentagon diagram. 1) covers both Spacetime Constructability from space and recovery from fewer levels of structure known.
2) refers to Reallocation of Intermediary-Object (RIO) Invariance. These properties have already quite long been remarked upon in GR, for which 1) includes Dirac Rigidity of GR recovering spacetime from just space [43] , whereas 2) is manifested as Refoliation Invariance [25] . Each of these resolves one of GR' Such cohomological characterization constitutes a further aspect of the Global Problems of Time 2 that is moreover a useful criterion in the theory of Comparative Background Independence. I.e. one would expect only some theories with candidate status of Background Independent theories to be rigid in this manner. The Comparative Theory of Background Independence is thereby not only an algebraic venture, but more specifically a venture in Algebraic Topology.
For now, this is being considered [83] in the context of differential-geometric theories with variable levels of structure, which we term 'moderate' Comparative Background Independence. This is as opposed to Background Independence to any level of structure in the Standard Foundational System of Mathematics ( [33, 67] , Epilogue II.C of [69] ) or Background Independence of any structure ( [48] , and Epilogue III.C of [69] ). These more general cases require further work because of loss of contact with Lie's familiar work or at least the need to generalize this work to apply in increasingly wide contexts.
Canonical GR's possession of Refoliation Invariance is key to fleets of observers -each accelerating differently and thus passing through a distinct sequence of local frames -being able to reach observational concordance (Appendix A.2). Refoliation Invariance, or a suitable generalization, is thus a desirable feature for a Background Independent theory to possess. RIO Invariance is such a generalization that is poseable for any candidate theory. It is moreover expected that only some candidate theories would obey this property, by which RIO Invariance is a selection principle. For instance, fixed-frame or privileged-frame (sometimes alias fixed-slicing or privileged-slicing) theories do not satisfy RIO Invariance.
Let us finally note that everything outlined in the current Article can furthermore be posed for Supersymmetric Theories including for Supergravity in place of GR [58] . In the case of rigidities, this field was indeed essentially ab initio formulated for graded (Lie) algebras [15, 16, 21] : the structures subsequently used in Supersymmetric Theories. As such, a supersymmetric (or graded) generalization of the current Article is readily available.
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A GR examples
A.1 GR constraints and the Dirac algebroid they form
Structure 1 GR's constraints [7] are, firstly,
GR Hamiltonian constraint
where h with components h ij is the spatial 3-metric with determinant h, Ricci scalar R and conjugate momentum p with components p ij . The overline denotes densitization, i.e. multiplication by √ h.
N with components N
is the DeWitt supermetric [20] , and Λ is the cosmological constant.
Secondly, the
GR momentum constraint
where D with components D i is the spatial covariant derivative.
The coordinate-independent presentations above are the ones used in the outline account below.
Structure 2
The Dirac algebroid [3, 6, 11] formed by GR's constraints takes the coordinate-independent form
( | ) is here the integral-over-space functional inner product, [ , ], the differential-geometric commutator Lie bracket, and ξ, χ, ζ and ω are smearing functions. Such 'multiplication by a test function' serves to render rigourous a wider range of 'distributional' manipulations provided that these occur under an integral sign.
If one starts with GR's constraints and places them into the Dirac Algorithm [11] , one finds this Dirac algebroid. This amounts to consistency, with H and M having the status of first-class constraints [11] . From the structure functions in the last equation's right-hand-side, the Dirac algebroid is indeed an algebroid [59] .
A.2 Refoliation Invariance
Definition 1 Refoliation Invariance [25] is encapsulated by evolving via each of Fig 2.b) 's red and purple hypersurfaces giving the same physical answer as regards the final hypersurface.
Remark 1 GR spacetime is thus not just a single strutting together of spaces like Newtonian space-time is. GR spacetime manages, rather, to be many such struttings at once in a physically mutually consistent manner, as per Fig 2.c) . Indeed, this is how GR is able to encode consistently the experiences of fleets of observers moving in whichever way they please.
Remark 2
It is the plurarity of intermediary hypersurfaces that requires algebroid structure to encode.
Remark 3
The Refoliation Invariance result comes about by the third relation in GR's Dirac algebroid (30) being none other than a local algebraic formulation of Refoliation Invariance (Fig 2.c) . 2 Remark 4 This is accompanied by two other commuting pentagons: Fig 2. d-e), corresponding to the first two equations in the Dirac algebroid. c) For GR, however, the Dirac algebroid's eq. (30) gives that the black and blue hypersurfaces can at most differ by a spatial diffeomorphism, and so must coincide as the same geometrical entity (R)-fin = fin = (P)-fin This can be seen as the diffeomorphism establishing that an a priori distinct square of maps is in fact commutative.
GR's Dirac algebroid's supporting relations' (29) and (28) geometrical meanings are depicted in d) and e).
A.3 Spacetime Constructability
Structure 1 Suppose one assumes less structure than is present in GR's notion of spacetime, one needs to recover it from what structure is assumed (at least in a suitable limit). We use 'Spacetime Constructability' for the Background Independence aspect, 'Spacetime Construction Problem' for the Problem of Time facet in cases in which this is blocked, and 'Spacetime Construction' for corresponding strategies. Already at the classical level, Spacetime Constructability can moreover be considered in two logically independent senses.
Sense A) Spacetime Constructability from space.
Sense B) Spacetime Constructability from assuming fewer levels of mathematical structure (see [83] for examples).
Structure 2
We consider the family of trial constraints
for constants x, y, a, b, and where
and with GR's DeWitt supermetric N [20] corresponding to the x = 1 case. We consider the family of constraints (31) alongside the standard momentum constraint M.
Structure 3 The self-bracket of H trial now picks up an extra additive term as an obstruction term to having a brackets algebraic structure [43, 47, 52] 2
This has four factors. Each of these being zero providing a different way in which to attain consistency. GR follows [43] from setting x = 1 corresponding to the third factor being satisfied.
Remark 1
The first factor in (33) vanishing corresponds to Strong Gravity; see [26, 28] for Strong Gravity in general, and [46, 47] in the consistent brackets algebra context.
The second factor corresponds to Galileo-Riemann Geometrostatics, first featuring in the consistent brackets algebraic structure context in [50] .
The fourth, now merely weakly vanishing factor, corresponds to a privileged constant mean curvature (CMC) foliation. For this, the GR constraints decouple: methodology already well-established in the GR Initial-Value Problem [24] .
Remark 2
The conceptual type of (33) is thus
where round brackets denote strongly-vanishing factors and square brackets for weakly-vanishing factors.
Structure 4
Upon including minimally-coupled matter terms as well, a second obstruction term occurs [43, 63, 69] . Its factors include the ambiguity Einstein faced of whether the universal Relativity is locally Galilean [50] or Lorentzian. This ambiguity is based on whether the fundamental universal propagation speed c (often referred to as 'speed of light') takes an infinite value, or a fixed-finite one c uni . Carrollian Relativity [47] , corresponding to zero such speed, now features as a third option as well, corresponding to ultralocal matter [23] .
This ambiguity is now moreover realized in the explicit mathematical form of a string of numerical cofactors of what would otherwise be an obstruction term to having a brackets algebraic structure of constraints. In particular, the GR spacetime solution to the first obstruction term is now accompanied by second obstruction term's condition that the locally-Lorentzian relativity of SR is obligatory. This can be viewed as all minimally-coupled matter sharing the same null cone [43] because each matter field is separately obliged to share Gravity's null cone.
Remark 3
The conceptual type of this further obstruction term is thus of the form
i.e. 
Remark 4
The combination of GR's particular H alongside local Lorentzian Relativity and embeddability into GR spacetime thus arises as one of very few consistent possibilities, the others of which are at least of conceptual interest.
Remark 5 Strong Gravity moreover pairs as a natural setting for Carrollian Relativity, and Galileo-Riemann Geometrostatics with a generalization of Galilean Relativity.
Remark 6
The above strings of numerical factors moreover arise from the Dirac Algorithm as the choice of factors among which a strong one needs to vanish in order to avoid the constraint algebroid picking up an obstruction term.
(35-36) moreover arise in a substantially different from how Einstein's dichotomy between universal local Galilean or Lorentzian Relativity did; now mere algebra gives us this dichotomy (within a larger ambiguity).
Remark 7
For ease of presentation, the current Appendix's GR results are given as piecemeal resolutions to single Problem of Time facets. See [81, 86, 83] for more detailed exposition of how to combine these with other Problem of Time facets' resolutions. Use Chapter 34 of [69] while [86] remains unavailable. 
B Foundations of Geometry example of Lie Algorithm
This arises from consideration of the general fourth-order isotropic tensor contracted into a symmetric object 
Remark 2 The first factor vanishing is a recovery of the special-projective generator
whereas the second is a recovery of the special-conformal generator
Remark 3 In this manner, the conformal versus projective alternative for flat-space top geometry is recovered.
Q.E.D. that Lie brackets rigidity, outside of Dirac's Poisson brackets rigidity, is a realized phenomenon, and extending the Dirac Algorithm to a 'Lie Algorithm' has merit.
